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Dear Greiner Prayer Intercessors and friends of the cross,

In the name of Jesus, please watch this excellent video ASAP by the “MY PILLOW” pitchman,
Mike Lindell, for the sake of God’s righteousness, truth and our beloved country.

I met Mike and Kendal in Nashville on 2/28/18.

I can tell you this, Mike and Kendra are the REAL DEAL.  They are strong Christians.  I prayed for
them to receive the Baptism of the Holy Spirit and Glory Dust.  They got both.

Mike is a former drug addict that God supernaturally delivered from addiction and certain death. 
Then. God let him become a millionaire, probably so he could afford to do what he did today.  Mike
will not stop talking about what Jesus did for him. 
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This afternoon, Mike presented the “hard evidence” of the past election fraud in a compelling
documentary.  This man is trying to tell the truth the best way he knows how.

Please realize that the Supreme Court was never allowed to see or hear the evidence presented in
this video.   

Supposedly, the Supreme Court was divided on the election issue, yelling and screaming at each
other before making their decision NOT to look at the evidence. 

They knew if Trump was elected again, the entire country would be burned down, which the hard
left had already done for months during the summer of 2020.  They promised this violence would
go nationwide, if they did not get their way. Many left politicians promised the same thing, if Trump
won the election.

I believe, the Supreme Court decided to avoid a civil war in this nation, between the left and right. 
The Justices correctly concluded the right would not riot or burn down America if Biden won,
because most were genuine followers of Jesus Christ. However, they knew the left was willing to
burn down our country, to totally destroy it, if they could not seize control of America.

However, no one knew but God and Satan, that some far right and far left extremists had
preplanned an attack on our national Capitol on 1/6/21. 

This surprise attack effectively stopped Senator Ted Cruz and Josh Holly from presenting any hard
evidence of election fraud.  That allowed the fraud to stand unchallenged to this day.

However, today Friday 2/5/21, Mike Lindell released his own documentary of the election
evidence. 

Please watch this video soon and then email it to everyone you know before it gets removed. 
Social media is already shutting this down this video. 

Would you please pray for our nation?  Stand for righteousness and truth.  Thank you.

Remember, God will get us through this, no matter what happens. 

Pray that the truth is revealed nationwide, whatever it is, and that holy revival comes to America!!!
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In Jesus,

Max

Subject: Absolute Proof provided by Mike Lindell (MY PILLOW)

https://michaeljlindell.com/ 
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